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How can
develop a sustainable competitive advantage in the food delivery
market without compromising long-term profit margins, using
?

Enhance the GrabKitchen network
and location metrics

INTRODUCTION

Increase and diversify brand
partnerships

PAD

THAI

Maximise value to all GrabKitchen
stakeholders across the vertical

TIMELINE

IMPACT
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Grab continues to lead the Thai cloud kitchen market because of its success in using data-driven
approach to identify location and merchant partnerships, based on demand – supply gaps
GrabKitchen is competitive against other Thai cloud kitchen players…

… because of key location and merchant partnerships

Strong location network
Monthly active users

Multiple brand partnerships

Network locations

Number of merchant
partnerships per kitchen

Greatest diversity of F&B offerings

Diversity of F&B offering

Customer discounts /
price competitiveness

Continue to expand location networks as well as offer greater
number of diverse brand partnerships

Unfavourable

Favourable
Source(s): Bangkok Post,
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However, in order to have sustainable competitive advantage in a post-COVID world, GrabKitchen
must also maximise performance across the cloud kitchen value chain
Post-COVID Thai cloud kitchen market is changing…

… GrabKitchen should engage stakeholders across the value chain

Primary considerations to remain competitive
GrabKitchen operations

Strong location network

Maximise GrabKitchen space in the peak and off-peak hours

Diverse brand partnerships
Merchants and GrabKitchen staff
Secondary considerations to become sustainably competitive

Foster a food appreciation culture and train GrabKitchen staff to
maximise productivity

Efficient cloud kitchen operations
GrabKitchen customers

Staff knowledge of using cloud kitchens

Bring soul and engagement to the cloud kitchen experience

Maximising customer experience
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Sustainable competitive advantage

THAI

TIMELINE

IMPACT
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How can GRAB GRAB
sustainable
competitive
advantage
develop a
in the food delivery market without compromising long-term profit margins, using

PAD THAI

Building a sustainable competitive advantage through GrabKitchen’s location, partnerships and operational
efficiency

PAD

THAI

Perfect location and merchant
partnership optimisation

Integrate and maximise performance
across the vertical

Use Grab’s present data optimisation strategy,
with additional filters that cater to locationspecific details

Build sustainable competitive advantage by
maximising the operational, merchant and
customer logistics of GrabKitchen

NPV: XXX

NPV: XXX
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PAD

THAI

Perfect location and merchant
partnership optimisation

Integrate and maximise
performance across the vertical

Use Grab’s present data optimisation
strategy, with additional filters that cater to
location-specific details

Build sustainable competitive advantage
by maximising the operational, merchant
and customer logistics of GrabKitchen

5 locations identified

NPV: XXX
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GrabKitchen currently uses Grab’s extensive customer data as well as the popularity of locations to
inform their current GrabKitchen locations
Grab identifies GrabKitchen locations based on demand-supply gaps in
the GrabFood data…

… which reveal residential, commercial and leisure have the highest likelihood
of being the optimal location

Residential condominiums
Chatuchak area

Nonthaburi

Residential

Lat Phrao

Quiet and mature suburbs
Phaya Thai area
Nak Niwat

Pinklao

Business district
Commercial

Huai Khwang area

Urban commuter hub
Thonglor Tower
Samyan Mitrtown

Growing restaurants and cafes
Khlong Toei

Leisure

Sathorn

INTRODUCTION

Shopping centres

PAD

THAI

TIMELINE

IMPACT
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Due to the diverse nature of Thailand’s landscape, varying accessibility to data and the need to
apply the criteria at scale, a flexible decision-framework should be applied
Challenges to developing criteria for location and restaurant selection…

Application at
scale

Comprehensiveness

A static framework cannot
appropriately capture the
opportunities Thailand and its local
restaurants have to offer

High Cost of Exit

Access to Relevant
Data

… should be overcome through application of a flexible framework

P

resent Grab considerations

Using insights generated from current Grab
practices provides tailored and relevant
context

INTRODUCTION

PAD

A

dditional quantitative Metrics

Introducing broader quantitative screens
enables an array of opportunity sets to be
analysed

THAI

D

etails specific to case

Understanding the cases in depth will
enable integration of community and
empowerment considerations

TIMELINE

IMPACT
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Applying the PAD framework to location selection provides a core set of criteria to consider,
though maintains flexibility to consider additional factors on a case-by-case basis

P

resent Grab considerations

AD

DEMAND

PA

SUPPLY

dditional metrics

D

REGIONAL BREAKDOWNS

Browse search history
for particular items

Number of merchant
partners

Population size and density

Proportion of young
people/young professionals

Analyse Shifts in
consumption habits
and order types

Average order time and
distance

Wealth of regions/rate of
urbanization

Internet penetration

Reach of brand partners

Spending habits

Competitive landscape

Measure the time
spent on GrabFood
Assess order carrythrough rate

Distribution of
cultures/ethnic groups

+ Additional metrics
deemed relevant

+ Additional metrics
deemed relevant

Applying this approach offers a the develop of robust processes for deciding where to expand to and who with

INTRODUCTION

PAD

THAI

TIMELINE

IMPACT
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It is integral that Grab too consider their alignment of values within the regions you expand to and
the partnerships you establish within them in order to grow effectively

PAD

etails specific to region

Heart

Working together as OneGrab

Hunger
Looking to constantly improve

Honour
Using resources to build and sustain trust

Humility
Continually learning and working for change

INTRODUCTION

PAD

Operating in areas of high activity to access a range of exciting
communities and minimize delivery time

Exposing the kitchen to a wide range of cuisines and restaurant
types to grow diversity

Creating a positive and convenient experience for all involved,
including drivers, restaurants and customers

Understanding the habits of merchants and customers and
adapting offerings to engage them

THAI

TIMELINE

IMPACT
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The filtering criteria reveals 5 cities that offer compellingexpansion opportunities – 3 of these are
untapped locations
Question 1 – Where should Grab Expand to?

P
A

•

Areas that GrabFood
currently services

•

Supply-Demand gap

•

Number of users

•

Population as an indicator
of market size

•

Density to infer
concentration of living

Chiang Mai

Udon Thani
•
•

•

Business activity and
wealth as metrics of
standard of living

•

Internet penetration

A region of migrants,
fuelling diversity
CBD has a range of
appealing green
spaces

Nakhon Ratchasima

Hat Yai

D

•
•

Accessibility for drivers
Diversity of cultures or
ethnic groups

•
•

Attitude to shopping
Proximity to community
spaces

•
•
•

Bangkok

•

Transportation hub of
Southern Thailand
4th largest city in
Thailand
Noted as a major
shopping destination

•
•

Commercial hub for
Thais, Laotians and
Cambodians.
Significant malls highlight
spending habits
Huge agricultural
producer

Sources: Bangkok Post (2020),
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Applying the PAD framework to restaurants reveals key insights into what consumers want from
Grab Kitchen’s restaurants

P
A
D

resent Grab considerations

dditional considerations

Proven sales on the app
and large following from
customers

Length of time it takes
from order to table of the
customer

Street food makes up 30% of the total
food market in Thailand – this will likely
rebound post COVID-19

Supplying a F&B good that
receives a lot of search
traction on the site

Understanding the locations of smaller
restaurants can impact this can have on
demand - yet they maintain positive
reviews

etails specific to region

Availability
80% of restaurants must be open for 10+
hours to minimise idle resources

Variety
A maximum of 2 restaurants can
represent the same F&B group

Representative
The identity of the restaurants will mirror
the diversity of the local community

Source: Nation Thailand, Google Reviews, Grab
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Grab should aim for a 50-50 split between established and lesser-known brands in order to
encourage customers to embrace the strengths of GrabKitchen
Group 1: Top performing brand

Group 2: Small restaurants, big potential

Grab should continue utilising data from the
platform to ensure there is appropriate initial
demand for GrabKitchen

In order to empower local businesses and engage
the community, GrabKitchen should include less
established brands, providing them with a platform
to excel.

Bar’Ista Brasserie
A bustling Udon
Thani café known
for its cakes and
savoury options

Criteria: Demand and supply metrics from GrabFood

ป้ าอ้อม ขัวหมี
( (โคราช
One of the most
popular noodle stalls
in Nakhon Ratchasima

Kai Tod Decha
Local favourite among
Muslim kitchens in Hat
Yai, with 2000+ reviews

Criteria: Local sentiment, food type, scalability, reviews

Combining both classes of restaurants will empower merchants and excite the community
Sources: Bangkok Post (2021)
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The flexibility of PAD enables different sources of data to be considered, as well as initatives run in
order to secure additional insights
Grab will identify promising brands with using PAD
and promote applications via social media

Gives brands with limited available data a chance to prove
themselves by doing what they do best

12 restaurants will be invited to run a pilot program
in the Grab Kitchen over the weekend, starting with

Super Saturday

The event will be promoted to users via GrabAds
banners and product promotions that encourage
cross brand ordering
The 6 best performing restaurants will be invited to
set up permanently in GrabKitchen

Everyone involved will exposed to large groups of
new and existing customers over the weekend

INTRODUCTION
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The PAD framework will provide Grab with the ability to approach decision making is a manner that
combines local understanding with data insights.
Utilise the…

PAD

…framework to strategically expand with confidence

Question 1 - Criteria to Select Locations

P
A
D

Question 2 – Criteria to Select Restaurants

P
A
D

Grab’s existing data was considered as the foundation
for any decision
Additional insights into demographics are crucial for
understanding the market opportunity
Specialised region knowledge allow qualitative factors
to be considered and perfect locations to be picked

Utilising GrabFood’s best performers currently offers
an initial appeal to new GrabKitchen customers
Understanding the importance of less-established F&B
brands is essential to empowering the community
Engaging locals to decide which restaurants is an
insightful and engaging process

The Mall Korat

INTRODUCTION

PAD

RESTAURANTS

LOCATION

Question 3 – Location and Restaurant Selection

THAI

TIMELINE

IMPACT
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PAD

THAI

Perfect location and merchant
partnership optimisation

Integrate and maximise
performance across the vertical

Use Grab’s present data optimisation
strategy, with additional filters that cater to
location-specific details

Build sustainable competitive advantage
by maximising the operational, merchant
and customer logistics of GrabKitchen

NPV: XXX

NPV: XXX
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In order to create a sustainable competitive advantage in the next GrabKitchen should address the
pain points associated with uptake and efficiency under the cloud model
Benefits of dark kitchen model…

Limited upfront cost for
restaurants

Access to Grab’s
Customer Networks

Growth Opportunity
for Local Restaurants

Variety and Affordability
for Customers

Access to Grab Support
Networks

Limitations of dark kitchen model for key stakeholders…

Selecting GrabKitchen
Locations

Selecting GrabKitchen
Restaurants

GrabKitchen Productivity

Lack of Customer Loyalty

Creating Sustainable Growth

Identifying a Viable Opportunity

T

PAD

Methdology effectively
identifies restaurants and
locations
INTRODUCTION

Restaurant Inexperience

H

Thinking
Strategically
PAD

Harnessing Grab
Networks
THAI

A

Accelerating
Education
TIMELINE

I

Inspiring
Loyalty
IMPACT
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To maximise productivity in each GrabKitchen, Grab should integrate a specialized dark-store
offering to create demand for the facility in off-peak times

TH

arnessing Grab Networks

12%

Breakfast

Lunch

AI

Convenience age is here to stay…
DO
WN

SUNNAN’S ORDER …

Dinner

Seaweed Crisps

Level of demand

2x

ICON

ICON

Fresh Produce

Fast-Moving-Consumer
Goods (FMCG)

15 BAHT
Lays Chips
1x
20 BAHT

Focus on FMCG Goods

IT’S DINNER TIME!

1

6%

Add to existing orders
Increase average order size

GrabKitchen

GrabMart

Combined GrabKitchen
space revenue

2

Smooths the earnings distribution for
GrabKitchen facilities to create a sustainable
competitive model

Diversify GrabKitchen service offering
to improve off-peak productivity

INTRODUCTION

Create new orders
New revenue stream makes off-peak hours productive

80% of restaurants must be open
for at least 10hrs per day

!

DO
WN

PAD

THAI

TIMELINE

IMPACT
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The productivity per square meter of each GrabKitchen is improved through introducing GrabMart,
making expansion through the cloud model more sustainable
GrabKitchen
GrabMart
Dine-In Space
GrabMart – Dark

GrabMart – Customer Access

<8hrs

8-12hrs

12+hrs

M
ab
r
G

t
ar
rt
Ma
b
a
Gr

Sources: Method Architecture (2020)
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In order to improve restaurant and Grab outcomes, you should invest in local restaurant owners to
improve their understanding of how to best utilize the cloud-kitchen model

THA

ccelarating Education

I

Grab Merchant Academy - Cloud Kitchen Training
Introduce GrabKitchen specific training in addition to the Grab
Merchant Academy…

+4 Topics
Restaurants

VS

12 Hours
Cloud Kitchens

Complex and
expensive to establish

Easy and inexpensive
to establish

Dine in and takeaway
options

Takeaway options only
using limited menu

3 Months
1 Mentor

To optimize outcomes for both Grab and GrabKitchen restaurants,
Grab should invest in specific training for partners to address the
key challenges faced in the transition to the cloud model

Understanding the GrabKitchen Customer
Optimizing your cloud kitchen
Food for delivery
Cloud Kitchen preparation
Restaurant-specific advice
Ongoing support

Will grow sustainably through
empowering local businesses to succeed

Sources: HKTDC (2021)
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Grab can improve customer loyalty through refocusing the online ordering experience on the local
chef’s behind GrabKitchen’s diverse food offering

THAI

nspiring Loyalty

POST COVID-19

COVID-19

GrabKitchen
Post-COVID
Consumer Profile

Tom Yum Lou

Tom Yum Lou

Tom Yum Lou

Delivery Speed
Meet the Suppliers

Meet Cerry Lou

Affordability

Cerry Lou was born in Bangkok in 1995, and ijust graduated with a
business degree from Thammassat University. Cerry’s passion for art
and all things creative was clear to her as a young girl. As the
COVID-19 pandemic pushed pause on Cerry’s plans to enter an
accounting firm, she decided to use the free time exploring her
passion for cooking, and so Tom Yum Lou was born.

Chai Lin – Prawns
Chai Lin has been fishing for prawns with her
family for generations. Prawns are most often
sourced from Southern Thailand…

Cerry Recommends...
‘Tom Yum Soup”

Aran Saelim – Fresh Produce
Aran is a passionate farmer who works
alongside his wife to produce some of the
freshest leafy greens in Thailand…

I recommend, of course, the Tom Yum
Soup. I am really proud of my long
Thai heritage and this recipe, passed
down four generations, is hard to
beat! I serve the prawns raw and
seasoned on the side, so when you
receive your order make sure to leave
them in the soup to cook through for
2 minutes before eating

Trust

Sunnan Chen - Meat

Tom Yum Soup

1.

Pour Tom Yum Soup into your favorite bowl

2.

Add the prawns and allow them to cook in
the hot broth for 2 minutes

3.

Enjoy!

I hope you enjoy your Tom Yum Soup! Please leave
your rating if you enjoyed it so I can continue to make
more customers happy with my soup!

Sunnan has been a beef farmer all her life and
prides herself on her respect for the animals…

Experience

Sources: HTDC (2021)
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THAI will allow GrabKitchen to grow through empowering local restaurants and improving
productivity, in doing so enabling GrabKitchen to expand sustainably
The next…

T

hinking Strategically

…will create sustainable growth for all

H

arnessing Grab Networks

A

ccelarating Education

I

nspiring Loyalty

Empowered with
education

The Mall Korat

Continuously
supported
Enhancing outcomes for
merchants, and in turn, Grab
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How can GRAB GRAB
sustainable
competitive
advantage
develop a
in the food delivery market without compromising long-term profit margins, using

PAD THAI

Building a sustainable competitive advantage through GrabKitchen’s location, partnerships and operational
efficiency

PAD

THAI

Perfect location and merchant
partnership optimisation

Integrate and maximise performance
across the vertical

Use Grab’s present data optimisation strategy,
with additional filters that cater to locationspecific details

Build sustainable competitive advantage by
maximising the operational, merchant and
customer logistics of GrabKitchen

NPV: XXX

NPV: XXX
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Grab can expect a 4% increase in revenue through adopting the PAD THAI model for expanding
GrabKitchens throughout Thailand, this boosting market share to 63.10%

Millions

Profit and Loss breakdown

Key Drivers

฿3,500
฿3,018

฿3,000

฿2,129

฿2,000

2

฿255 Average transaction value
of a GrabKitchen purchase

3

25% commission on
GrabKitchen sales

฿1,724
฿1,470

฿1,500

฿1,202
฿951

฿1,000

฿-

11 million active GrabFood
users in Thailand

฿2,426

฿2,500

฿500

1

฿789

฿213 ฿213
2022 -฿1

฿268

฿162
2023

฿592

฿405

Outcomes

2024

2025

2026

-฿500

1
Total Revenue

Total Costs

18% profit margin

FCF

Metrics
5Y NPV

฿1.03b
INTRODUCTION

New Revenue

4%
PAD

Assumptions
2026
Market Share

1

8.6% WACC

63.10%
THAI

TIMELINE

IMPACT
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How can GRAB GRAB
sustainable
competitive
advantage
develop a
in the food delivery market without compromising long-term profit margins, using

Set the foundation…

P

A

resent Grab considerations

Using insights generated from current Grab
practices provides tailored and relevant
context

D

dditional quantitative Metrics

Introducing broader quantitative screens
enables an array of opportunity sets to be
analysed

etails specific to case

Understanding the cases in depth will
enable integration of community and
empowerment considerations

…for sustainable competitive advantage and long-term growth

T

hinking Strategically

Using PAD to strategically
select high-potential
locations and restaurants

XX
FINANCIAL

H

arnessing Grab Networks

Integrating GrabMart into
GrabKitchen facility to
improve productivity

XX
FINANCIAL

A

ccelarating Education

Empowering local
GrabKitchen partners with
cloud-specific training

I

nspiring Loyalty

Satisfying emerging customer
demands to maintain
competitive advantage

PAD THAI

Creating Economic Empowerment for Everyone
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Appendix
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Title
Question slide
How competitive is Grab now?
What will make Grab sustainably competitive?
PAD THAI

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

PAD
What are Grab’s current cloud kitchens?
Why use a decision-making framework?
What is the PAD framework?
What is the PAD framework? (cont.)
What does applying PAD look like?
How restaurants benefit from PAD?
What kind of merchants?
What is Super Saturday?
PAD conclusion

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

THAI
What are challenges with cloud kitchen?
What happens off-peak times?
What is the layout?
Why education for merchants and staff?
How is loyalty dealt with?
THAI conclusion

23.
24.
25.

Financial impact and timeline
What are the financial benefits of PAD THAI?
Summary of PAD THAI – conclusion

28.

Appendix – additional

APPENDIX
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Risks and Mitigation
Risk

1

Implementation lag in introduce PAD
approach across GrabKitchens

Checkered rollout of the PAD methodology
in Bangkok, then the rest of Thailand

2

Conflict in applying PAD
methodologies to pipeline cloud
kitchens

Build a strategic plan on re-thinking and renegotiating pipeline GrabKitchen locations
and partnerships based on PAD

3

Changing customer dynamics requires
constant updating of ‘D’ in PAD

Create a standard listing of ‘P’ and ‘A’ in new
cloud kitchens and review ‘D’ on a monthly
basis

4

Difficulty engaging GrabKitchen
partners to complete education
module

Seek agreement from GrabKitchen
partners prior to integration into the venue

5

Disclosure of private information
about chefs and suppliers

Explain rationale and seek agreement from
GrabKitchen partners. Discuss alternative
means of building trust.

6

Difficulty establishing new distribution
channels do GrabMart Daily within
GrabKitchens

Limit the product range available whilst
negotiating with new suppliers

1

2

PAD

3

4

Probability

High

5
6

Impact

High

THAI

Low
Low

Mitigation

APPENDIX
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GrabKitchen can launch its new Thai GrabKitchens by July 2022
Initiatives

Jan ‘22

July ‘22

Jan ‘23

July ‘23

Jan ‘24 &
beyond

Kitchen
Selection

Venture
Criteria

Collect data
Select Locations
Run Super Saturday
Harnessing Grab Networks
Accelerating education
Inspiring Loyalty

Legend

Evaluation Point
Implementation
Launch

Monday Morning

1

2

3

Collect necessary
data for location
selection

Collect necessary
data for restaurant
selection

Contact contractors
and suppliers to build
kitchens

APPENDIX
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What other strategies did we consider and reasonings for rejection?
High impact, low feasibility

Impact

E-procurement is a natural vertical expansion for Grab,
however extremely complex

Expand into eprocurement

Replace
distributor/reseller
channels with internal
distribution overseas

Penetrate new SEA
markets

PAD

Extortionate to onboard all distribution, marketing,
branding, logistics, supply chain costs overseas

High feasibility, low impact
THAI

While the fixed model is easier to implement, it
provides little insight into a number of factors that can
influence restaurant success.
Grab already has a strong market presence so
marketing alone is feasible, but creates little impact

Fixed decisionmaking model

Low feasibility, low impact
Extend marketing
efforts in Thailand to
become the number
1 local brand

Thailand is clearly one of the most successful localities
for expansion – other areas yield low impact given
expansion effort required.

Feasibility
APPENDIX
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GrabKitchen compared to competitors
GRABKITCHEN

FoodPanda (Krua)

LineMan (LineMan Kitchen)

Gojek (GO FOOD)

Monthly active users

>10M

5 – 6M

5M

<5M

Network locations (existing
and planned)

12-15

<5 (“plans to roll out more)”

<5 (“plans to roll out more)”
in eateries and PPT

Not yet rolled out in
Thailand

merchants per kitchne

12-16

7

13

N/A

Diversity of F&B offering

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cali-Mex Express, Dressed Express, Hunter
Poke, Kah Moo Mengjai (Braised pork leg),
Elvis Suki, Yord Pad Thai and Gownan.

Ob Aroi Town In Town, Jamie’s Burgers,
Wonder Food by Andy Yang, Phed Mark,
Zuru Everyday, E Pia Yum Ratchada, Tum
Yua, NOBRAND, Lhong Leng Fish Balls,
Guay Tiew Khua Kai Suan Mali (Jay Keng
Jay Ngim), Ekkamai Macchiato, Guay Tiew
Trok Rong Moo, and Bamee Khon Sae Li.

N/A

Cloud kitchen partners

Central Restaurants Group
(CRG)

No

N/A

Rebel Foods

Aroi D
Elvis Suki
Aung Taung
Khao Soi
Heng Hoi Thod Chao Le
Shinkan zen
Jok Sam Yan
9 Kung Ob Pu Ob
Khao Kha Mu Trok Sung Bangrak
Dean and Deluca
Brown Café, Elvis Suki, Por Charoen
Chai Chicken, Tum Pok Pok,
Ongtong Khaosoi,
Pukaidongkongguu, Kekebab and
five other restaurants under Central
Restaurant Group such as Che
Kiang congee, fried pork from
Pramuan road, 8 Riew Tom Yum
Noodle, Tokyo Bowl and Tam Sang
Sin Kid (cooked-to-order eatery)

APPENDIX
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Why conduct modules with mentors?
For GRAB

For STAFF

Improved risk management

Staff feeling better prepared for
emergencies and daily operations

Reputation management

Present best foot forward and earn
customer praise

Culture of food safety

Engender a heightened appreciation
for cuisine

Waste reduction

Be socially responsible

Mentor ensured commercial
standards are met

Feel guided, engaged and cared for

Grab Merchant Academy - Cloud Kitchen Training
Introduce GrabKitchen specific training in addition to the
Grab Merchant Academy…

+4

Topics

12 Hours
3 Months
1 Mentor

Understanding the GrabKitchen
Customer
Optimizing your cloud kitchen
Food for delivery
Cloud Kitchen preparation
Restaurant-specific advice
Ongoing support
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Location selection filters

APPENDIX
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Why cities continued

Traditionally the city's economy have been dependant on agriculture where
plenty of rice, tapioca and sugar is produced and then exported throughout
the world, however recently they have been making plenty of money
through other means such as retail. By 2018 it is said that the city will have
one million square metres of retail space as more and more store chains
invest and have invested in expansive outlets within this city.
Nakhon Ratchasima is also a place which has become the commercial
hub for Cambodia and Laos. The city has a population of around 180,000
people whom are proud of their cities long rich history. – World Atlas
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Urbanisation metrics

APPENDIX
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Expansion locations:
Udon Thani

Nakhon Ratchasima

APPENDIX
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Hat Yai Location

APPENDIX
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Small business case studies
Grab has forged partnerships with large local chains like Indonesia’s
Geprek Bensu and Kopi Kenangan, who have a strong offline presence as
well as medium-sized chains such as Dailybox and Nona Judes.
However, Alluri finds brands like Nasi Goreng Maut Seafood the most
inspiring – a restaurant that expanded from a single-outlet offline store to
a virtual chain, operating out of five GrabKitchen locations in Indonesia.
He said, “These are what we call ‘new-age F&B chains’ that have
leveraged the power of data and insights, coupled with operating via
virtual kitchens to scale effectively.”

The think tank found 63% of respondents increased food orders
through apps with less dining out because of the attractive promotions
and discounts on such platforms.

"We need to consider that each dish from each restaurant has its own
character and charisma. Most popular restaurants offer not only

When asked for her advice to restaurants that are as yet reluctant to come
on board, Wee said, “Go ahead and embrace the opportunity. GrabKitchen
has given us a lot of exposure to new customers and segments. We used to
only be able to reach walk-in customers who would pass by our doors, but
now, we have managed to cover the whole of Singapore.” Wee adds that
the platform helps with marketing, leaving a F&B business with more
bandwidth to work on innovative products.

delicious food but also emotional touches, which can't be copied
easily," said Mr Kang.
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Mentorship Program

Role of the mentors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why Mentors?

Onboard new restaurants
Help build GrabKitchen restaurant owners’ self-reliance
and leadership skills within the cloud kitchen context
Help GrabKitchen restaurant owners innovate new ways
of doing things
Support self-directed learning
Listen to and provide guidance as to new opportunities
Give emotional support during challenging times
Provide real-world business advice

•
•
•

Provide personalized advice to GrabKitchen partners
Experts in a field of F+B (e.g., Asian cuisine, beverages)
Understand the opportunities that are available to
GrabKitchen vendors and can track their process to
ensure they are making the most of the platform

The same level of support cannot be provided by a course,
and is not provided by any other cloud delivery platform.
This lends to making Grab the expansion route of choice.
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Factors Impacting Post-COVID Consumer Demand

Sources: HKTDC Research (2021)
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Online Grocery Shopping Demand

Sources: WARC (2021)
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Mobile Apps Role in FMCG Shopping

Sources: WARC (2021)
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Competition in Grocery Delivery Sector

“Only needed a few things”
“Don’t usually feel the need to
order from a large supermarket”

APPENDIX

Specializing only FMCG and
essential goods will lower barriers to
uptake of GrabMart and directly
compete with 7-11’s current delivery
model
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Thailand by Income
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Applying PAD to Location Selection
Regional metrics

Demand-side

Supply-side

•

Searches for particular
food items

•

Number of merchant
partners

•

Shifts in consumption
habits/order types

•

Restaurants across
different cuisine groups

•

Time spent on
GrabFood app

•

Order carry-through rate

•

Sensitivity to fees

•

•

Average order time and
distance
Reach of brand partners

•

Population size & density

•

Wealth of regions/rate of
urbanization

•

Proportion of young
people/young
professionals

•

Internet penetration

Qualitative analysis
•
•

Broad spending habits of
citizens

•

Competitor landscape

•

Access to sourcing

Distribution of cultures/
ethnic groups

Combining a data driven approach with region-specific understanding provides the best set of criteria
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Thailand Population Density
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GrabFood Thailand Revenue Model

Sources: Momentum Asia (2020)
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Sources: Momentum Asia (2020)
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Food Delivery Competitors in SEA

Sources: Momentum Asia (2020)
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Food Delivery Growth in SEA

Sources: Momentum Asia (2020)
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Infrastructural Map of SEA

Sources: Momentum Asia (2020)
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Profitability Analysis of Delivery Market - SEA

Sources: Momentum Asia (2020)
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Grab Strategic Environment

Sources: Momentum Asia (2020)
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Meituan Case Study
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Grab Current Location Selection Criteria
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Current locations and Restaurants
Pu Ratchapruk
• Khua Kai Dao Thong
• The Volcano
• Smoked Street Food
• Ros Teaw
• Salad Factory
• Aroi D
• Elvis Suki
• Aung Taung
• Khao Soi

INTRODUCTION

•
•
•
•
•
•

Heng Hoi Thod Chao
Le
Shinkan zen
Jok Sam Yan
9 Kung Ob Pu Ob
Khao Kha Mu Trok Sung
Bangrak
Dean and Deluca

PAD

THAI

TIMELINE

IMPACT
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Current locations
Source

Location

Inference

Rent

Condominium / residential area

Thonglor Tower for sale: 136 units available
from ฿2,700,000 to ฿15,000,000.
Thonglor Tower for rent: 155 units available
from ฿13,000 to ฿57,000 per month (prices
are for 1 year rental term).

Thonglor Tower

A quiet suburb, Lat Phrao is home to a namesake temple complex with golden Buddha statues surrounded by
ornate pillars and mirror-tiled ceilings. An up-and-coming dining scene around the area’s redeveloped canals
includes chic cafes and terrace restaurants, while Lad Prao Wanghin Road has unfussy noodle eateries and
dessert shops. The open-air Huamum night market sell local snacks, clothing, and home goods.

Lat Phrao

Grab website

Central Pinklao

Popular shopping mall
Sathorn is a major commercial district with skyscrapers, offices, and upscale condos. On main thoroughfare
Sathorn Road, vendors with open-air kiosks and pushcarts cater to a lunchtime crowd with pork noodle soup
and spring rolls. Longtail boats ply the Chao Praya River, stopping at busy Sathorn Pier, a commuter hub. By
night, back roads draw well-heeled revelers to swanky cocktail lounges, jazz bars, and nightclubs.

Sathorn

Nakniwat
Online

Map provided

Surrounded by shopping centres

Samyan Mitrtown

Samyan Mitrtown is a mixed-use shopping, office, residential and leisure development located in Bangkok,
Thailand. With a gross floor area of 222,000 square metres, the ฿9 billion complex comprises Samyan Mitrtown
Mall, Mitrtown Office Tower, Triple Y Residence and Triple Y Hotel.

Khlong Toei

Khlong Toei is a fast-developing district focused on buzzing Sukhumvit Road, where posh hotels and office
towers sit next to upmarket restaurants, bespoke tailors, and glitzy malls. At traditional Khlong Toei Market,
stalls are piled high with produce, flowers, and clothing. Green spaces include Benjakitti Park, with its lake and
jogging paths, while longtail boats cross the Chao Phraya River from Khlong Toei Pier.

Phaya Thai area

Phaya Thai is an affluent residential area popular for the Ari district, a leafy hub of specialty coffee shops and
outdoor dessert cafes, plus stylish European and modern Thai restaurants which double as craft beer hangouts
and cocktail bars. Quirky boutiques sell homegrown labels, while neighborhood malls offer fashion and
groceries. Wat Phai Tan is a peaceful Buddhist temple with ornate arched roofs.

Chatuchak area

Chatuchak is a generally quiet area but known for the busy weekends-only Chatuchak Market, where
thousands of stalls sell everything from Buddha statues and antiques to knickknacks, clothing, and pets. Top
chefs stock their kitchens at Or Tor Kor food market, which has stalls selling street-food snacks like satay and
spicy papaya salad. Expansive Rod Fai Park has leafy picnic spots, and bike and paddleboat rentals.

INTRODUCTION

PAD

THAI
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GrabFood
GrabFood is an online marketplace for local restaurants which facilitates
delivery options. GrabFood prides itself on its selection of restaurants,
delivery speed and reliability of service.
GrabFood is available everyday from 10.00am – 10.00pm and currently
operates only in Siam, Silom, Sathorn, Yaowarat and Sukhumvit.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, GrabFood adjusted the
commission fee to 0% for all Self Pick-Up orders in order to reduce
merchant expenses. Grab also increased its investment in marketing
GrabFood options in order to improve merchant outcomes, and provided
them with support in navigating the pandemic as a business-owner.
Benefits of GrabFood to local businesses:
• Businesses can leverage Grab’s marketing channels to reach millions of
potential customers
• Businesses do not need to onboard additional staff members or invest
in vehicles in order to provide food delivery
• Grab provides tools and analytics which support business owners in
tracking, analyzing and improving their business online
• Free promotion available through GrabFood icons and widgets, which
allow business owners to provide greater visibility to customers
• Access to GrabAcademy, an online platform which supports business
owners in leveraging Grab to its fullest potential to improve their growth
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GrabKitchen
GrabKitchens are strategically located to bridge consumer demand
and availability of food selections, while reducing the time for delivery.
GrabKitchen is a convenient way for micro- and MSMEs to expand the
geographic area they serve and reach more consumers using
technology. Cloud kitchens can also manage their cost of operation as
they are mostly delivery only, eliminating high capital investments to
cover rental costs.
Central Restaurants Group joined forces with Grab in 2021 to launch
“GrabKitchen by Every Foood”. CRG is a prominent restaurant group
with over 1,200 outlets. The president of CRG commented that
consumers’ behaviour has altered with ordering food on an app
becoming wildly popular, making food delivery an inseparable part of
modern life. This partnership creates an opportunity for restaurant
chains to continue expansion while controlling investment. This also
increases the diversity of choice of restaurants in various districts,
whether downtown, in communities or near offices.
The Cloud Kitchen is a viable solution for both restaurants and
customers.
Through data and analytics, GrabKitchen empowers merchants with
insights and support to help them stay ahead oc sutomers’ needs. In
joining forces with CRG, Grab reinforces its goal to drive sustainable
growth for merchants in Thailand by leveraging both GrabFood’s
strength in food delivery and CRG’s strength in restaurant business
management.

GrabKitchen by Every Foood selects popular and famous
restaurants cooking up a range of food, covering any food
category customers might want. This allows customers to order
a variety of meals in a single order, with no limitation on the
number of restaurants. There are currently five branches of
GrabKitchen in Thonglor, Lad Prao Pinklao, Sathorn and
Nakniwat, with new outlets planned. The target emphasizes
coverage to give customers better access in both Bangkok and
the provinces.
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GrabKitchen Thailand
Thailand’s first GrabKitchen was launched in 2019 in Bangkok’s
Samyan Market.
Restaurants face diverse challenges whether it be investment,
eaters have limited access to their favourite menus, or whether
it be long delivery time. GrabKitchen serves as a solution for
Thai food operators, some of whom might be self-made chegs
and independent entrepreneurs, to expand and run their
business without having to worry about high costs r investment
and fully focus on food creativity and quality. This too allows
drivers to receive more food orders, helping them generate
higher income.
Grab uses data to identify a strategic location with a demand
and supply gap. This central cooking facility is located on the 2nd
floor of the Samyan Market, a prime spot that connects
Bangkok’s central zone with many other key locations such as
the central business districts such as Siam, Silom and Sathorn.
The GrabKitchen houses 12 separate kitchens, comprising
Bangkok’s most popular restaurants. With these restaurnats
gathering at just one place, consumers are also able to mix and
match their order from all the restaurants at GrabKitchen in a
single order.

GrabKitchensare offered rent-free t merchants with a plug-and-play
model, complete with fully-functional kitchens with fats and hot
water systems. Merchants only need bring along kitchen
appliances and they can kick start their business almost instantly.
This allows restaurants once in remote locations to reach a new
customer base.
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GrabAds
•
•
•
o
o
o
o

Advertising through different sections of the app: Images, banners, videos, rewarded ads (incentives), search results
Drive traffic online (through grab app) and offline (to the physical store through vouchers etc.)
Marketing objectives:
Promote a product
Grab’s in-app advertising platform offers a non-intrusive and
Attract new customers
high-quality ads experience for users as well as a brand safe
Drive store traffic
environment for advertisers; to meaningfully engage with
Boost sales on Grab
customers through highly relevant messages based on their
real- world behaviors. The strength of GrabAds platform is
SINGAPORE, January 2020 – Southeast Asia’s largest super app Grab
the wide user base, with the Grab App downloaded in more
today announced that it has appointed MediaDonuts, a digital media
than 166 million mobile devices. Since the GrabAds business
and ads technology company operating across EMEA and APAC, as an
launched in 2018, it has evolved from fleet ads (car wraps) to
official sales partner for Grab’s advertising business unit, GrabAds,in
in-car sampling with digital remarketing capabilities and
the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam.
innovative in-app ads, including those that when viewed,
enable consumers to earn and redeem rewards.
Based on the data above, you can find that majority of the Grab ride users
are either from international airports, luxury hotels or shopping malls. Even
tourist destinations like the Ben Thanh Street Food Market in Ho Chi Minh
topped the pick-up point list.
With all this information, you can now have an upgraded knowledge on the
kind of audience you can target with GrabAds. Likewise, leverage GrabAds’
audience segmentation capability, so your ads show to the right people at
the right place and the right moment.

GrabAds offers integrated advertising solutions that target people
always on the move. Through GrabAds, you can connect with millions
of people throughout the region, both online and offline. Along with
the right strategy, you can achieve incredible results with the following
GrabAds solutions:
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•GrabKitchen:
USA:
Singapore:
• 2 cloud kitchens
• 10 F&B brands served
• Grab will provide merchants with market insights to create new menu options, which lead to a wide variety of food choices for customers from
one shipping point
• Selected these based on demand and supply gap
Philippines:
• 1 opened – 4 more planned
• In the Philippines they are partnering with local cloud kitchen startups to support food brands and restuaurants
Indonesia:
• 5 kitchens
GoJek opened 20 cloud kitchens in response to Grab
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Cost of Capital

“This leads us to a WACC of 8.60%.”
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GrabFood Merchant Commission
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Revenue Increases and Market Share
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NPV strategy breakdown, consolidated impact
NPV of pre-tax cash flows

Millions

Increase
฿1,400

Decrease

Total

฿201

฿1,200

฿1,287
-฿5

฿1,090

฿1,000
฿800
฿600
฿400
฿200
฿-

฿1
Super Saturday

APPENDIX

GrabKitchen

GrabMart

Other

Total
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Strategy Breakdown
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Revenue Breakdown
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Operating Expense Breakdown
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Capital Expense Breakdown
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Super Saturday: Revenue
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Super Saturday: Operating Expenses
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GrabKitchen: Revenue
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GrabKitchen: OpEx (security, Rent, Cleaners)
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GrabKitchen: OpEx (Telecommunications, front of house, admin and support)
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GrabKitchen: OpEx (Mentor, Delivery fees)
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GrabMart: CapEx (build kitchens, eating area)
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GrabKitchen: CapEx (App and module development)
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GrabMart: Revenue
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GrabMart: OpEx
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GrabMart: CapEx (fixtures and fittings)
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Shared operating expenses (marketing, app maintenance, customer support)
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NPV Sensivities
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NPV sensitivities
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